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Learn the basics of medical terminology with Medical Terminology: A Short Course, 8th
Edition! Based on Davi-Ellen Chabner's proven learning method, this streamlined text omits
time-consuming, nonessential information and helps you quickly build a working medical
vocabulary of the most frequently encountered prefixes, suffixes, and word roots. Medical
terms are introduced in the context of human anatomy and physiology so you understand
exact meaning, and case studies, vignettes, and activities demonstrate how they're used in
practice. With writing and interacting with medical terminology on almost every page, you'll
learn the content by doing the work. In addition, an Evolve companion website reinforces
understanding with medical animations, word games, and flash cards. Easy to read and
understandable language allows you, regardless of medical background, to quickly grasp and
retain medical terminology. Self-teaching text/workbook approach reinforces learning every
step of the way with labeling diagrams, pronunciation tests, and review sheets throughout the
book. First Person narratives help you to understand diseases and conditions from the
patient's perspective. Picture Show activities, practical case studies, and vignettes
demonstrate real-life applications of medical terms in describing describe pathology and
procedures. Principal Diagnosis feature shows how medical terms are used in clinical practice
by asking you to read physician notes about a case and determine the patient's principal
diagnosis. Medical Terminology Check Up at the end of each chapter reinforces your
understanding of key concepts. Spotlight feature identifies and clarifies potentially confusing
terminology. Full-color images illustrate anatomical and pathological terms. Evolve student
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resourcesoptimized for tablet use, and mobile-optimized versions of the flash cards and quick
quizzes make it easier for on-the-go study and review. UNIQUE! Accompanying online course
(MTO) provides interactive resources not possible in the print text. NEW! Body Systems
Challenge self-test reinforces content understanding at your own pace.
Organized to follow the textbook on a chapter-by-chapter basis, providing questions to help the
student review the material presented in the chapter. This supplement is a consumable
resource, designed with perforated pages so that a given chapter can be removed and turned
in for grading or checking.
Providing a quick and easy approach to learning medical terminology, A Short Course in
Medical Terminology, 3rd Edition and online resources is perfect for use in a 1- or 2- credit
course or as continuing education or self-study. Using a concise mnemonic approach, the
book’s consistently formatted chapters and word tables show students how to memorize word
parts and use word building to learn medical terminology. The book covers terminology related
to structure and function, diseases and disorders, abbreviations, medical specialties (including
pharmacology), and health professions. The Third Edition engages students with hundreds of
fun and engaging in-text, , and online exercises, including new flashcard and audio
pronunciation activities, crossword puzzles, Hangman, medical case record and spelling bee
questions, figure labeling exercises, and true/false, fill-in-the-blank, and multiple choice
exercises. Terms are reviewed in narrative context, with case study exercises and term review.
The updated Third Edition includes new case studies that highlight the role medical
terminology plays in communication, new online top 200 pharmacology flash cards with audio
pronunciations, new photos, and a wide range of additional visual, kinesthetic, and auditory
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questions that appeal to a wide variety of learning styles and preferences.
Now in its 2nd edition, Medical Terminology Express adapts Barbara Gylys’s proven wordbuilding techniques for the short-course. Organized by body system, this text shows the
connection between anatomical structures and associated medial word roots.
Essential Medical Terminology, Fourth Edition is included in the 2015 edition of the essential
collection of Doody s Core Titles. Essential Medical Terminology, Fourth Edition is updated
with a new full-color design as well as new and revised terms and definitions. The Fourth
Edition includes more than 200 full-color photos, illustrations, and tables to enhance key points
and aid comprehension. This best-selling introduction to medical terminology is based on the
body-systems method and is flexible enough to be used in traditional or self-instructional
course formats. Suited for students of all levels in the health professions, this accessible text
provides the appropriate amount of detail needed to learn the basics of medical terminology.
After learning the fundamentals of pronunciation, students can study the chapters in any order
the instructor deems appropriate. NEW TO THE FOURTH EDITION New and revised terms
Additional test questions Objectives added to selected chapters Updated bibliography in
Appendix B Several new interactive learning tools FEATURES Confusing Medical Terms
Pharmacology and Medical Terminology Allied Health Professions New full-color pictures
showing common clinical disorders and associated anatomy Each new copy of Essential
Medical Terminology, Fourth Edition includes an access code for the Navigate Companion
Website including an Interactive Glossary with audio pronunciation. Please note some
electronic formats do not include access to the companion website. Access to the companion
website may be purchased separately."
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With 14 streamlined chapters covering¿ essential A&P topics, this mid-sized book is the
perfect fit for a one-semester course in medical terminology. It also serves as a useful
reference for practicing professionals. ¿ Build a strong foundation of medical terminology, step
by step Medical Terminology: A Living Language uses a carefully constructed learning system
to help readers gain a successful grasp of medical language within a real-world context. Its
step-by-step approach introduces the anatomy and physiology of body systems and their
corresponding medical terms, as well as the rules of using word parts to form medical terms.
New exercises and tips give readers the hands-on practice they need to achieve mastery.
Rather than simply memorizing terms, students will gain the understanding to work with all
terminology, regardless of its etymology or origins, so they can interpret unfamiliar terms they
will encounter in the future. ¿ Also available with MyMedicalTerminologyLab(tm) This title is
also available with MyMedicalTerminologyLab-an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its
structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue
a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand
difficult concepts. No matter their learning style, students will build a solid foundation of
medical language through MyMedicalTerminologyLab's interactive games, Dynamic Study
Modules, and narrated lectures. NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyMedicalTerminologyLab does not come packaged with this content.
MyMedicalTerminologyLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
Medical Terminology and Anatomy for ICD-10 Coding integrates expanded anatomy,
physiology, and pharmacology coverage with the latest medical terminology you need to
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correctly code in ICD-10. The ICD-10-CM classification system serves as the structure for
organizing diseases and disorders, with carefully drawn, well-labeled illustrations to help you
visualize the associated anatomy. ICD-10 coding guidelines and notes, along with electronic
medical records and integrated exercises are interspersed throughout the text. A robust Evolve
site includes games, activities, and animations to reinforce learning. Medical terminology
specifically tailored to ICD-10-CM and ICD-10-PCS guidelines supply you with an excellent
foundation for learning the medical terminology related to ICD-10-CM. Learn all the anatomy
and physiology necessary to be able to understand medical reports and code accurately in
ICD-10-CM/PCS. Pathology terms organized by ICD-10 disease and disorder categories let
you learn terms in the same order they are presented in the coding manual. Guideline Alert!
boxes highlight ICD-10-PCS coding information when relevant to medical terminology. Special
Notes boxes present ICD-10 features that affect your understanding of the terminology
presented. Root operation tables illustrate the root operations in PCS and their associated
suffixes. Body Part key provides a complete list of body parts and how they should be coded in
ICD-10. Pathology and procedure terminology tables list the word parts for each term, along
with the definition so you become familiar with prefixes, suffixes, and combining forms.
Exercises interspersed throughout the text encourage you to practice and learn as you move
through the material. Be Careful! boxes warn you about similar and potentially confusing word
parts and medical terms. Games and activities on accompanying Evolve website offer an
easily accessible source for extra interactive practice and learning. Electronic medical record
format illustrates the appearance of electronic records now being used in many healthcare
settings. NEW! Pharmacology in each body system and a Pharmacology Basics appendix help
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you recognize drugs and medications in medical reports. NEW! More than 50 new images
bring terminology to life. NEW! Additional procedural terms supply a more complete picture of
the number and kind of procedures you will encounter on medical reports. NEW! Normal Lab
Values appendix familiarizes you with normal and abnormal lab values so you know when to
search a medical record for possible additional diagnoses. NEW! Tablet and mobile-optimized
Evolve activities offer an easily accessible source for extra interactive practice and learning.
Here's a text that provides readers with a solid foundation in veterinary medical terminology. A
strong emphasis on clinical application makes the vocabulary easy to learn and remember,
and familiarizes readers with basic concepts in anatomy, physiology, and disease. Features
chapter goals and objectives, self-tests with answers, numerous illustrations, and much more!
Each chapter in the volume features outlines, objectives, line drawings, pronunciation keys and
worksheets for immediate feedback. The book uses word-building and the body-systems
approach to teach terminology. Medical records sections relate the content to real-life
situations.
Guide to accompany the 14-vol. video set on learning and remembering medical terms.
The 5th Edition of this popular textbook continues to incorporate the most current trends and
approaches to teaching medical terminology. You’ll explore each body system unit through a
summary of major combining forms, a comprehensive pathology section, and additional
medical records and evaluations, complemented by true-to-life artwork.
Learn the ins and outs of medical terminology with a straightforward, easy-to-follow approach.
Now in its Second Edition, this multimedia, interactive resource meets the needs of every
learning style by providing a visually rich text; perforated/tear-out flash cards at the back of the
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book; and a wealth of online learning tools. -Learning Style Tips to make studying easier -Colorcoded prefixes, suffixes, and combining forms that directly correspond with the color-coded
flash cards described below -Chapter exercises for immediate application of content learned
-Answer key in the back of the book -Helpful, user-friendly icons throughout to guide learning
-Full-color anatomical illustrations of body systems -Updates that include more word parts,
pathological terms, and expanded A&P content -More than 300 full-color flash cards -Perfectly
sized to fit in your pocket to study whenever and wherever you want -Color-coded to
correspond directly to the material in the book
No prior exposure to medical terms? No problem! Designed for short medical terminology
courses, this essentials-level learning resource uses simple language you can understand.
Organized by body system, early chapters help you learn the foundation of medical word
building with a basic analysis of medical terms, common anatomical roots, suffixes, and
prefixes. Body system chapters present anatomy and physiology, terminology, common
diseases, pronunciation, and abbreviations. Have fun while learning by taking quizzes, playing
interactive games, and watching animations on the StudyWARE CD-ROM! Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Of instructor's guide -- Chapter tests, medical reports, and puzzles -- Master transparencies.
Text An innovative word-building approach covers each word one by one, introducing the word
elements first roots, combining forms, suffixes, and prefixes to help you easily decipher
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medical terminology. Full-color illustrations and a streamlined layout helps you progress
through the text step by step. A reading level appropriate for all learners makes concepts
crystal clear. Body Systems Connections tables identify interrelationships of each body system
to give you a thorough understanding of each system. Coverage features all aspects of
healthcare, including diagnostic and therapeutic procedures and a strong focus on A&P and
pathology. Every body systems chapter includes complete medical records, word-building
activities, and key terms. Coverage of commonly used psychiatric terms and drugs. The
Medical Language Lab The MLL is the interactive, online program for med term mastery
customized for Medical Terminology Systems, 8th Edition. Version 2.0 features even more
ways for you to learn medical terminology. Lessons that correspond to the chapters in the text
Integrated ebook Lecture videos with learning style tips to help students identify the ways they
learn best Audio Tutorials with interactive exercises Progressive immersive, multi-media
activities Automatic grading and reporting to Gradebook. See an example of the Gradebook
here. Additional practice exercises Opportunities for collaborative learning
Provides students with a foundation of knowledge they can build on as they pursue a career in
healthcare. This work is written in a user-friendly style.
A word building and body systems approach! The original word-building text is better than ever
with the addition of The Medical Language Lab, a new, interactive, online experience for
mastering the language of medicine. Paired with Medical Terminology Systems, 7th Edition,
The MLL uses proven languagemethodology to give you the extra practice you need. Step by
step, itguides you from basic through advanced levels of proficiency to become aconfident
medical language speaker. If you have purchased a new copy of your Medical Terminology
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text, youcan find a special code in the front of the book that unlocks The MLLfor you.
A Contextual and Word-Building Approach! Harness the power of context in your medical
terminology course! Developed by dynamic clinical expert Melodie Hull, a trained professional
in language methodology, this comprehensive text combines the latest techniques in language
development to build your command of the language of medicine. A dramatic clinical scenario,
based on the real world of hospital and medical office environments, becomes the engine that
introduces you to medical language in context. Learn crucial terms and commonly used words
and phrases as you follow each patient through assessment, treatment, and
recovery/rehabilitation. Reinforce what you've learned with a proven word-building approach
and helpful exercises to enhance your skills. Listen to Melodie Hull talk (mp3) about her book,
including why she wrote it and how it provides learners the practice, skills and knowledge
needed to become fluent medical language speakers and users. Want to learn even more
about Medical Language? Listen to this detailed walkthrough of Chapter 5 (mp3; 10 minutes),
also from the author, Melodie Hull. NEW! Online. Interactive. Progressive. The Medical
Language Lab is the new, interactive, online program that ensures your students master the
language of medicine. Based on proven language methodology, it guides your students step
by step from basic through advanced levels of proficiency to become confident medical
language speakers. A special code in the front of the book unlocks The MLL for you and your
students. Use it with your current learning management system or with its integrated grade
book. Customize it to meet the needs of your course. Want to learn more? Explore all the
Medical Language Lab has to offer through this video series.
This is a great course for beginner, the experienced, and everyone in between This course
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teaches what we call 'Word Building', which is the knowledge of how all medical words are
structured. It's a quick, efficient and amazingly easy way for anyone to learn medical
terminology. You learn how to recognize the meaning of a medical term by dividing the word
into its three basic component parts: the prefix, root and suffix. By knowing the meanings of the
prefixes, suffixes, and root words, you can easily make sense of a medical term. This course is
designed for the healthcare claims biller, the medical insurance claims adjuster, the medical
office worker, or anyone wanting to learn medical terminology. The course takes the average
person 3 weeks or less to complete based on a study time of 1-2 hours per day.
This best-selling introduction to medical terminology text is flexible enough to be used in a
traditional or a self-instructional course format. Essential Medical Terminology, Third Edition, is
based on the body-systems approach. Suited for students of all levels in the health
professions, this text provides the appropriate amount of detail needed to learn the basics of
medical terminology. After studying the fundamentals of pronunciation, students can study the
chapters in any order the instructor deems appropriate.The Third Edition also includes a new
chapter on Cancer Medicine. Each new copy of the text includes a user-friendly CD ROM* with
interactive flashcards, crossword puzzles, and additional exercises. This text with helpful online
resources is highly accessible for all health care students, offering a wealth of valuable
information at an attractive price. *Please note electronic formats and Ebooks do not include
access to the CD ROM. Essential Medical Terminology is also available as an online course.
Learn more about Navigate Course Manager: Essential Medical Terminology http:
//www.jblearning.com/catalog/9781449678371/

COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY, Fifth Edition, offers an engaging,
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effective introduction to medical terminology to prepare you for career success in
nursing, medical assisting, and other allied health professions. Organized by body
system and specialty areas of practice, this comprehensive, highly practical text
emphasizes anatomy and physiology, pathological conditions, diagnostic techniques,
and procedures to provide useful real-world context. The study of word parts is
integrated into every chapter to enhance comprehension, and definitions progress from
simple to complex to steadily strengthen your ability to read and interpret medical terms
in reports and charts. A new Learning Lab online homework solution helps you master
key concepts through interactive simulations based on real-world scenarios. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Quickly master the basics of medical terminology and begin speaking and writing terms
almost immediately! Using Davi-Ellen Chabner's proven learning method, Medical
Terminology: A Short Course, 7th Edition omits time-consuming, nonessential
information and helps you build a working medical vocabulary of the most frequently
encountered prefixes, suffixes, and word roots. Medical terms are introduced in the
context of human anatomy and physiology to help you understand exactly what they
mean, and case studies, vignettes, and activities demonstrate how they're used in
practice. With all this plus medical animations, word games, and flash cards on the
Evolve companion website, you'll be amazed at how easily medical terminology
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becomes part of your vocabulary.Self-teaching text/workbook approach reinforces
learning every step of the way with labeling diagrams, pronunciation tests, and review
sheets throughout the book.Clear, non-technical explanations demystify medical
terminology even if you've had little or no background in science or biology."Picture
Show" activities, practical case studies, and vignettes demonstrate real-life applications
of medical terms in describing describe pathology and procedures.Full-color images
illustrate anatomical and pathological terms.""Principal Diagnosis""feature shows how
medical terms are used in clinical practice by asking you to read physician notes about
a case and determine the patient s principal diagnosis."First Person" narratives help
you understand diseases and conditions from the patient s perspective."Spotlight"
feature identifies and clarifies potentially confusing terminology. ""Medical Terminology
Check Up"" at the end of each chapter reinforces your understanding of key
concepts.Labeled illustrations in the Spanish glossary present Spanish terms for major
anatomical structures.A tablet-optimized Evolve companion website includes word
games, learning exercises, audio pronunciations, animations, an anatomy coloring
book, electronic flash cards, and more. NEW andUPDATEDmedical informationkeeps
you current with today s healthcare terminology, and includes new illustrations clarifying
difficult concepts and procedures. IMPROVED! Evolve resources" "are now optimized
for tablet use, and mobile-optimized versions of the flash cards and quick quizzes make
it easier for on-the-go study and review. "
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Written in the award-winning, lighthearted Incredibly Easy! style, this book is an
excellent aid to understanding and retention of medical terminology. The first chapter
focuses on key concepts of medical terminology, including common word components.
Subsequent chapters cover individual body systems, providing in-depth definitions that
connect words to their meanings. This Third Edition features new chapters on obstetric
and mental health terms and expanded "Pump Up Your Pronunciation" charts. Two
eight-page full-color inserts offer a closer look at anatomical terminology. A companion
Website offers student and instructor ancillaries including a pronunciation guide with
hundreds of terms, "Pump Up Your Pronunciation" study cards, practice exercises,
PowerPoint presentations, and a test generator. Online Tutoring powered by
Smarthinking--Online tutoring, powered by Smarthinking, gives students access to
expert nursing and allied health science educators whose mission, like yours, is to
achieve success. Students can access live tutoring support, critiques of written work,
and other valuable tools.
Organized by body system, this user-friendly textbook helps you quickly gain a solid
understanding of veterinary terminology. Essential word parts and terms are presented
in the context of basic anatomy, physiology, and disease conditions, enabling you to
immediately apply new terms to practical clinical situations. A companion Evolve
website features interactive exercises that reinforce your master of veterinary
terminology, as well as audio clips to help you learn proper pronunciation. Crossword
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puzzles at the end of each chapter test your knowledge, challenging you to go beyond
simple memorization and become fluent in the language of veterinary medicine. A
logical body-systems approach and consistent chapter format make it fun and easy to
learn veterinary terminology. Goals, objectives, and self-study sections at the beginning
of each chapter help you focus your study time and allow you to check your recall and
understanding of key facts and terminology. Crossword puzzles at the end of each
chapter reinforce important concepts and correspond to an answer key at the end of the
book where you can check your responses and assess your progress. A complete
glossary of word parts gives you quick access to the spelling and meaning of every
prefix, suffix, root, and combining form covered in the book. An Evolve website offers
interactive games and audio pronunciations to help reinforce your understanding of key
word parts and terms. The engaging full-color format includes nearly 230 illustrations
that clearly demonstrate key anatomy and physiology concepts and terminology.
Expanded coverage of ruminant anatomy and physiology enhances your knowledge of
these species and related terminology. Crossword puzzles at the end of each chapter
test your knowledge and challenge you to use newly learned terms.
Using a consistent, logical, and step-by-step approach, MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY: A
LIVING LANGUAGE, 5/e introduces students to the anatomy and physiology of body
systems and the corresponding medical terms related to them. For each body system,
broad coverage of anatomy, physiology, pathology, diagnostic procedures, treatment
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procedures, and pharmacology is provided. The author emphasizes both terms built
from Latin and Greek word parts, and modern English terms, helping students develop
a full working word part vocabulary they can use to interpret any new term. This edition
contains many new terms, and has been reorganized for more efficient learning. To
eliminate confusion, Word Building tables have been removed from each chapter and
the terms have been distributed throughout the pathology, diagnostic procedure, and
treatment procedure tables, where they are more immediately relevant to students.
Thoroughly revised and updated, Schroeder/Ehrlich/Schroeder Smith/Ehrlich's
MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS, 9E simplifies the process
of memorizing complex medical terminology by focusing on key word parts -- common
prefixes, suffixes and root words -- that provide a foundation for learning hundreds of
medical terms. Organized by body systems, chapters follow a logical flow of
information: an overview of the body system's structure and functions, a summary of
applicable medical specialties, and ultimately pathology, diagnostic and treatment
procedures. The new edition includes expanded coverage of complementary and
alternative therapies, gender identity and gender reassignment, COVID-19, durable
medical equipment, dental procedures, diabetic pathology and nutrition support.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
In this book lies a key for decoding modern medical terminology, a living language that,
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despite some quirks, is best approached as an ordered system. Rather than presenting
a mere list of word elements to be absorbed through rote memorization, The
Hippocrates Code offers a thorough, linguistically-centered explanation of the rules of
the terminological game, both for the language of medicine and for scientific vocabulary
in general. Its careful exposition of Latin and Greek linguistic principles—along with a
healthy dose of innovative exercises—empowers students to successfully employ the
word elements that are the building blocks of modern medical terminology. Along the
way, fascinating discussions of the practice of medicine in the ancient world provide an
integral aid to the understanding of medical vocabulary. Code-breakers drawn to
language, history, and medicine will be as stimulated as they are enlightened. The
Hippocrates Code features: Twenty-eight chapters covering the principles behind the
formation of medical vocabulary derived from Latin and Greek, complete with a rich
harvest of the most useful prefixes, suffixes, and bases Detailed anatomical diagrams
paired with an etymological tour of the human body Selected readings from ancient
medical writers, with commentaries that compare and contrast medical practices in
antiquity with those of the present day An abundant array of diverse and often
ingenious exercises that require critical thinking about the application of word elements.
For additional vocabulary practice, exercises, pronunciation aids, and much more The
Hippocrates Code companion website: www.hippocratescode.com
This best-selling introduction to medical terminology text is flexible enough to be used in a
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traditional or a self-instructional course format. Essential Medical Terminology, Third Edition, is
based on the body-systems approach. Suited for students of all levels in the health
professions, this text provides the appropriate amount of detail needed to learn the basics of
medical terminology. After studying the fundamentals of pronunciation, students can study the
chapters in any order the instructor deems appropriate.The Third Edition also includes a new
chapter on Cancer Medicine. Each new copy of the text includes a user-friendly CD ROM* with
interactive flashcards, crossword puzzles, and additional exercises. This text with helpful online
resources is highly accessible for all health care students, offering a wealth of valuable
information at an attractive price.*Please note electronic formats and Ebooks do not include
access to the CD ROM.Essential Medical Terminology is also available as an online course.
Learn more about Navigate Course Manager: Essential Medical
Terminologyhttp://www.jblearning.com/catalog/9781449678371/
Medical Terminology: An Illustrated Guide, Ninth Edition helps readers develop a fundamental
knowledge of the medical terminology necessary for a career in any health care setting.
This best-selling medical terminology resource is now even better with a newly robust suite of
supplement options for instructors, innovative built-in learning tools for students, and extensive
updates reflecting the most accurate, current industry terms today. MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY:
A PROGRAMMED SYSTEMS APPROACH, 10E uses a unique word-building programmed
approach that teaches students to break down key medical terms into their roots, prefixes, and
suffixes. This programmed-learning format requires active participation through reading,
writing, answering questions, labeling, repetition, and providing immediate feedback. By using
didactic color, engaging review activities, back-of-the-book flash cards, and an accompanying
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CD-ROM with interactive learning activities, this book provides a complete package for building
a comprehensive entry-level knowledge of medical language for students with little or no
previous experience. Now in its 10th edition, this book is a proven resource that is easy and
fun to use. Teaching medical terminology has never been easier. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
You’ll begin by learning the parts of word roots, combining forms, suffixes, and prefixes. Then,
use your understanding of word parts to learn medical terminology. Mnemonic devices and
engaging, interactive activities make word-building fun and easy, ensuring you retain the
information you need for success.
Lead your students to success with the name you trust! Stedman's Medical Terminology: Steps
to Success in Medical Language is a mid-level medical terminology text perfect for instructors
looking for minimal coverage of anatomy and physiology and plenty of hands-on exercises to
reinforce learning. Each chapter alternates between term presentation and exercises to ensure
that students can apply what they have learned immediately. Throughout the text, exercises
progress in a meaningful way, from recall and review, to word building, to comprehension, and
finally to application and analysis through the use of "real-world" case study and medical
record exercises. This approach allows the student to actively see their knowledge building
and to connect what they are learning to real-life context. A robust, realistic, and relevant art
program enhances the text, especially for visual learners. A full suite of ancillaries, including
videos and animations, is available for both students and instructors.
Medical Terminology: An Illustrated Guide, 7e by Barbara Janson Cohen uses a stepwise
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approach to learning medical terminology. Part 1 describes how medical terms are built from
word parts; Part 2 introduces body structures, diseases, and treatments; and Part 3 describes
each body system. Individual chapters also build on knowledge in stages: the Key Terms
sections list the terms most commonly used; more specialized terms are included in a later
section entitled “Supplementary Terms.” The current edition includes a robust student ancillary
package delivered under the PASSport to Success brand, with assessment exercises, chapter
quizzes, and searchable text online, and a complete suite of instructor resources. The addition
of PrepU as a packaging option provides a powerful value to students - the online study
experience helps them to understand and retain course information and helps instructors to
better assess what their students may be struggling with.
The proven guide to learning medical vocabulary-now offering even more opportunities to
learn, practice, and connect up-to-date vocabulary with real healthcare clients and careers.
This comprehensive, proven text offers a logical, simple system for learning medical
vocabulary primarily by building terms from word parts. "Medical Terminology for Health Care
Professionals, "8/e first introduces medical terminology and its essential suffixes and prefixes;
then guides students logically through each key body system, working from the outside in, and
from simple systems to complex. Additional specialty chapters cover oncology,
radiology/nuclear medicine, and more; this edition's mental health chapter is fully revised for
DSM-5, published May 2013. Every chapter is built around a color-coded word list showing
how word parts are built, pronounced, and defined. Most pages also contain vibrant images,
including anatomically precise drawings, authentic medical photos, and engaging labeling
activities. Updated throughout, this Eighth Edition's new features include: Combining Forms
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tables with meanings; streamlined and improved discussions of anatomy; Rule Reminders;
integrated Study and Review Exercise sections throughout each system chapter; new case
study vignettes; Practical Application Exercises using modern EHR records; and many new
images. Teaching and Learning Experience This text will help health professionals quickly
master the modern terminology of healthcare, and master techniques for decoding any new
term, in any area of healthcare, throughout their careers. Its key differentiators include: Intuitive
"word parts" approach to building medical vocabulary: A step-by-step approach proven to build
both mastery and confidence in students with a wide range of backgrounds and goals
Innovative pedagogy, including extensive opportunities to deepen understanding through
practice (both print and online): Provides everything from EHR-based application exercises to
pronunciation guides and Spanish-language translators Broad coverage that goes far beyond
many medical terminology books: Includes coverage of topics ranging from cancer to mental
illness, anatomy and physiology to lifespan considerations, thereby preparing students to enter
a wider spectrum of careers
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